
 

AUTOMATIC GATES CAUSE INJURY? 

 

Can an automatic gates cause injury? Yes any gate, household door, barrier or cupboard 

etc. is capable of causing some injury, if you put yourself, fingers etc. in the wrong place! 

 

Unlike an automatic gate, without warning a door could blow closed by the wind and a 

cupboard or draw may be closed without sight of a child! 

 

Some form of education for the safe use or warnings likely of any product is often a 

necessity. Many items about the house need care taken and gates are one of them. 

 

    
 

What is special about an automatic gate? Once a gate is automated it becomes a 

machine and as so different legal requirement applies. This simply means any injury is 

taken far more seriously. 

 

What can be done to protect people? Usually quite a lot can be done and people are 

always coming up with even more things that could help, most of which cost money. The 

costs often inhibit additional work or modification from being carried out and 

explanations are known to take some encouragement. Systems that have been in for 

years, without incident are often the most at risk. 

 

   
 

What sort of costs and what is the minimum we have to do? Every installation is 

different and there are no two gates or locations identical, so each one has to be assessed 

and all options considered by the owner. It is the owner that carries most responsibility 

for the consequences of having an automatic gate system. 

 

 

 



Personal injury is the most important risk that needs eliminating, so any area of concern 

must be worked upon. When the gate moves can anyone be injured by it? Can anyone be 

trapped by it? Can anyone be crushed or caught in the gate, under the gate or up against 

something? When the gate is static can it cause injury or entrapment? Can anything fall 

off the gate or its supports/piers? 

 

   
 

What else can be done? Finger traps and gaps that expand and or contract throughout the 

movement of the gate should be reduced to a suitable minimum. Areas behind the gate 

should be kept clear or safety devices installed to protect them. The gate should be free 

from sharp or rough areas and the under gate gap attended to if seen as a risk. 

 

        
 

The force of the gates operation may be an area of inspection and measures taken to 

eliminate risk of potential injury accordingly. 

 

   
 

Every day gates are improved so that safer operation is found!    
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